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 pdf version of all courses and try them first on your computer before buying the CD version of each course. What I personally
love about this chess course collection is that all the courses are so well-designed, all are user-friendly and most of them are also
SEO-optimized. Most of the books I read in the last 2 years were written by people from the UK, France, Germany, Poland and
Japan. This collection includes 12 short chess courses ranging from 3 to 15 chapters each, covering beginner’s chess, different

openings, endgames, tactics, middlegames, plus other topics like chess problems and puzzles. Content Each course covers
introductory chess concepts and theory through to more advanced ones. At the beginning, each course contains a short

introduction to chess, some basic rules and a short glossary of chess terms. Most of the courses also contain two exercises before
each chapter. Each exercise has three variants, allowing you to experiment with a different move in each variant. All the lessons
are divided into topics so you’ll find the main theme of each course and you can jump directly to the topics you are interested in.
Annotations The instruction in each chapter is accompanied by notes, hints, tips, and explanations. You can skip all the notes if

you prefer, and just go straight to the exercises and videos. I also find the website format very helpful. Each lesson is
accompanied by clickable images, letting you view the explanations of each step in the exercises. This way you can easily

understand the concepts involved in each topic. The amount of time you spend on each lesson is quite variable. Some of the
courses can be very brief while others can be long. Some of the courses use videos as opposed to written lessons. The videos are
available in Flash format and are very useful. You can easily pause and rewind the videos, you can watch them on your PC or on

your mobile phone. Videos are available in Windows Media and Real format. You can download a free version of Windows
Media Player and then you can download all the videos from the original online resource. There is a section of "Resources"

where you can find all the links and download pages for all the courses in the collection. I really enjoy the way the courses are
organized and I’m sure you will too! Chess Writing & Formatting I’m a big fan of ChessBooks. I remember 82157476af
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